(Party in a truly South African way)

:
Undeniably the heart and soul of Street Scene’s party side the Shebeen Scene tour is authentic, African, and an
unforgettable experience. You’ve probably been on a bar hoping experience of one kind or another before. But chances
are you have never done it in the colourful townships of Durban and hopping from one shebeen to another. It’s time that
changed.

:
Join us for a bar hopping experience like no other. Instead of
hitting local pubs we take you on a tour of some of Durban’s
most thriving shebeens! In South Africa, shebeens began as an
illegal alternative to bars as black South Africans were not
allowed to enter the “local pub” under the Apartheid regime.
Shebeens offered places to get together, discuss politics, hold
discussions and naturally, have a good time.
Originally, a shebeen would be operated from the back of
someone’s house, out of sight, and sold homebrewed and
home-distilled alcohol. Today they are legal ‘watering holes’
just like any other bar, except with their own unique township
flavour. A flavour always well surmised by the traditional
shebeen ‘pub fare’, the shisanyama feast. A delicious barbeque feast eaten together off big wooden chopping boards
with friends and best followed by an ice cold beer. It’s a tough life .

:







Transport (from central DBN locations including start / finish)
Street Scene guide
Shisanyama meal (please let us know if there are any vegetarians)
Shebeen stops (3 to 5 depending on how long you take at each… we never drag you away from a party ).

: +/- 5hrs

:
Min of 5 people: 550pp
# Please note should your numbers drop on the day your cost pp will likely increase to make up for the
shortfall.
# Drinks are to your own account.

Disclaimer
Due to the nature of hiking, camping, touring, driving and the general hazards in the tour/ventures industry, Street Scene Tours, their employees, guides
and affiliates, do not accept responsibility for any client or dependant thereof in respect of any loss, injury, illness, damage, accident, fatality, delay or
inconvenience experienced from time of departure to time of return, or subsequent to date of return, such loss, injury etc arising out of any such
tour/venture organized by Street Scene Tours CC. By booking a tour with or via us you acknowledge the above and acceptance of these terms.

